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Self-shading of Lu sensors can be a problem (MER2040)
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Radiance (L), upwelling radiance, Lu

Radiant flux per unit area per unit solid angle per unit wavelength interval, i.e. 
W/m2/sr/nm.

In intuitive terms, it is the quantity we humans perceive as 
brightness. Radiance may also be measured with a non-imaging radiance 
collector.

Radiance is a function of viewing angle, and other radiometric quantities such 
as irradiance can be calculated by integrating the radiance over a range of 
angles.

http://www.hobilabs.com

Irradiance (E), downwelling irradiance, Ed

Power per unit area incident on a surface, expressed in W/m2 (W/m2/nm if 
measured spectrally). Different irradiance quantities may be defined with 

reference to different collecting surfaces, for example plane irradiance and 
scalar irradiance. If not otherwise qualified, plane irradiance is assumed.

Remote Sensing Reflectance ( Rrs )

The ratio of radiance leaving the water (upwelling) to irradiance incident on the water 
(downwelling). So-named because it indicates the effective reflectance of a body of water 

when viewed by a remote sensor such as an airborne or satellite radiometer.

Rrs = Lu/Ed (at depth 0+) Units?

http://www.hobilabs.com/cms/index.cfm/37/152/1269/1515/1518
http://www.hobilabs.com/cms/index.cfm/37/152/1269/1515/1518
http://www.hobilabs.com/cms/index.cfm/37/1288/1301/1407/3237.htm
http://www.hobilabs.com/cms/index.cfm/37/1288/1301/1407/3238.htm
http://www.hobilabs.com/cms/index.cfm/37/1288/1301/1407/3287.htm
http://www.hobilabs.com/cms/index.cfm/37/1288/1301/1407/3288.htm
http://www.hobilabs.com/cms/index.cfm/37/1288/1301/1407/3236.htm
http://www.hobilabs.com/cms/index.cfm/37/1288/1301/1407/72879.htm
http://www.hobilabs.com/cms/index.cfm/37/1288/1301/1407/3237.htm
http://www.hobilabs.com/cms/index.cfm/37/1288/1301/1407/72881.htm
http://www.hobilabs.com/cms/index.cfm/37/1288/1301/1493/3228.htm
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Lu = radiant flux per unit area per unit solid 
angle per unit wavelength interval, i.e. 
W/m2/sr/nm.
Radiance is a function of viewing angle

Photo of a coral reef at Fiji by John Morrow, BSI

Remote Sensing Reflectance ( Rrs ), 
Rrs = Lu/Ed, measured by satellites can 
be applied to study coral reef bleaching 
but in situ validation by radiometers is 
complicated by complex viewing 
geometry 
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E (, z) = E (, 0) e –K(, z) * z

Rrs = Lu/Ed (at depth 0+)
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Ocean Color:  Basic Relationships

Remote sensing reflectance,  Rrs() 

Rrs() = Lu() / Ed()  (just above water or depth 0+)

Ed() = downwelling irradiance 

Lu() = upwelling radiance

In practice, 3 ways of calculating Rrs:

1) Rrs1() = 0.519 * Lu(, 0-) / Ed(, 0-) 

Lu()  and Ed() are measured just below surface or depth 0-

2)  Rrs2() = 0.54 * Lu(, 0-) / Es()  - NASA protocols

Lu() measured at depth 0- , Es measured above surface

3)  Rrs3() = mean [Lu/Ed] for top 2 samples between Shallow
and Deep depths of the vertical profiles

Normalized water-leaving radiance, Lwn

Lwn = Rrs*Fo ()  (Neckel & Labs, 1984)



Rrs calculation using in-water instruments

Rrs1() = 0.519 * Lu(, 0-) / Ed(, 0-) 

Advantages: Using single instrument

Disadvantages: “Surface extrapolation”  (extrapolation to 0- depth) has large 
errors; Subjectively used depth bins used for surface extrapolation

Rrs2() = 0.54 * Lu(, 0-) / Es()  - in NASA protocols
Advantages: Es not affected by fluctuations like Ed (wave focusing, vertical 
tilt) 

Disadvantages: Using 2 instruments that are spatially separated; that may 
introduce bias, e.g. due to moving cloud and ship shadows 

Rrs3() = mean [Lu/Ed] (using binned Lu and Ed values)
Advantages: No “vertical extrapolation” error; less dependent on relative depth 
error that is significant in turbid waters

Disadvantages: not standard, subjectively selected depth bins used

K, diffuse attenuation coefficient (usually for Ed, but can be 
calculated for Eu, Lu, Ld) 

E (, z) = E (, 0) e –K(, z) * z
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Ocean Color:  relationship to absorption and scattering

Rrs()  ~  bb() / (a() + bb())

where  a() is the volume absorption coefficient, and bb() is the volume 
backscattering coefficient

Since a and bb are inherent optical properties (IOPs), they may be 
partitioned into their respective additive components:

a() = aw() + ap() + ag()  

ap() = aph() + ad() + ai()

bb() = bbw() + bbp()

bbp() = bbph() + bbd() + bbi()

w- water, p- particulates, g- dissolved (“gelbstoff”), ph- phytoplankton, d-
detritus, i- inorganic sediments

bb() is spectrally relatively flat, controls albedo

a() has large spectral structure, controls "ocean color"

Pigment Specific Absorption:     ap () = a*p () [chl]
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Rrs vs Chl-a at SeaWiFS wavelengths

Case-1 waters off 
California

Case-1 waters are 
defined as waters 
with optical 
properties 
determined by pure 
water, salts, Chl-a 
and covarying
substances

Rrs () =

Lu() / Es()

Rrs ~ bb/(a + bb)

Rrs  ~ bb/a
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Variabl

e

Algorithm Type, 

Satellite

Equation, Coefficients (a), Band Ratio (R)

CHLA CAL-P6

Kahru and 

Mitchell, 1999

6th order 

polynomial

CHLA = 10 (a0 + a1*R + a2*R2 + a3*R3 + a4*R4 +a5*R5 + a6*R6)

OCTS R = log(LWN490/LWN565)

a = [0.522,-2.247,-0.001,-1.970,3.11,4.844,-7.678]

SeaWiFS R = log(LWN490/LWN555)

a = [0.565,-2.561,-1.051,-0.294,5.561,3.130,-10.816]

CDOM CDOM,

Kahru & 

Mitchell, 

submitted

Power law aCDOM(300) = 10 (a0 + a1*R)

OCTS R = log(LWN443/LWN520)

a = [-0.411, -0.703]

SeaWiFS R = log(LWN443/LWN510)

a = [-0.393, -0.872]
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Current SeaWiFS

Chlorophyll Algorithm

• Ocean Color 4-band (OC4)

• Maximum Band Ratio

443/555 >490/555 >510/555

• 4th-Order Polynomial

• Tuned to a very large
Global data set of in situ
Rrs & Chla (Extension of

the SEABAM set)

• By using the 443, 490, and
510 bands the MBR
maintains the highest
possible correlation and

satellite signal:noise ratio
over 4-orders-magnitude
variation in chlorophyll
concentration

r
2 

Chla  vs. Band Ratio

Chla

RANGE

443/

555

490/

555

510/

555

LOW BEST GOOD FAIR

MEDIUM GOOD BEST GOOD

HIGH FAIR GOOD BEST

443/555 is the maximum

band ratio in oligotrophic
water (chla less than
~0.3mgm -3)

490/555 is the maximum
band ratio in mesotrophic

water (~0.3- 0.7 mgm-3 )

510/555 is the maximum
band ratio in eutrophic
water (chla above 1.5

mgm-3)
J.O’Reilly, NOAA
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Preliminary results from March 2001

± 4 hr match-ups 

between SeaWiFS 

(SeaDAS 4.4p5, 

black) and in situ

(PRR-800, blue) 

surface Lwn (from 

Lu/Ed at 0-). 

Multiple PRR-800 

casts per station 

show in-station 

variability.

Sta 90.28 is closest 

to shore, 

discrepancy 

probably due to 

small-scale 

variance

Sta 83.42 in 

Santa 

Barbara 

channel

Sta 83.40.6 

closest to 

Santa 

Barbara

Sta 90.28
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Satellite Ocean Color Chlorophyll Goal:

Achieve Accuracy of   35% for Chlorophyll in Case I Water 
(McClain, Cleave, Feldman, Gregg & Hooker, 1998)

GOAL:   35% =  rms  ~ 0.135 (log vs. log) 

Model vs. In situ (Case I & II) 

SeaWiFS vs. In situ (Case I) 

Model vs. In situ (Chl < 1)

rms 0.22    =  ~  65% 

rms 0.18    =  ~  54% 

rms 0.20    =  ~  58% 

J.O’Reilly, NOAA



Summary of the steps to process in-water 

radiometry data
•Calibrate or re-calibrate all files with the latest (best) calibration file

•Process all files with MER_Processing.exe: split the down- and up-

casts, record all binned values into an Access database

•Fill the station info (StationEvent table in RrsTop.mdb)

•Calculate sun elevation for each station using the date/time and 

latitude/longitude)

•Calculate surface Rrs estimates (Rrs1, Rrs2, Rrs3) in RrsTop.mdb

•Find matching surface Chl-a (both fluorometric and HPLC), fill 

ChlSurfaceFluor and ChlSurfaceHPLC tables in RrsTop.mdb

•Calculate mean Rrs top values for all the best casts (including all 

down- and up-casts) for each station; for Rrs1, Rrs2 and Rrs3

•Plot Rrs versus Chl-a for all casts and for all stations (means per casts)

•Plot Rrs ratios versus Chl-a; fit a new nonlinear model or compare 

with old models



1. Calibrate or re-calibrate all files with the latest (best) 

calibration file This can be done manually (one by one) or 

(preferably) with a batch command using the Profiler program 

(C:\Program Files\Biospherical\Profiler\Profiler.exe).

Calibration coefficient change over time, need to recalibrate



1. Calibrate or re-calibrate …

Create a Excel spreadsheet with file names, save as tab 

separated csv, replace tabs and spaces with a single space 

as separator!

"c:\program files\Biospherical\Profiler\profiler.exe" RECALIBRATE 

2006_07_05_1942.mdb 060609_prr8000900111v10.mdb

"c:\program files\Biospherical\Profiler\profiler.exe" RECALIBRATE 

2006_07_08_1808.mdb 060609_prr8000900111v10.mdb

- run the batch command that calibrates all. Need to have the 

Profiler installed



2. Process all files with MER_Processing.exe



2. Process all files with MER_Processing.exe: split the down- and 

up-casts, bin into regular vertical bins, assign quality values, 

record all into an Access database

- copy and rename Prr800Cast_template.mdb in to a new cruise 

file, e.g. Prr800Cast_NBP0606.mdb

-run MER_Processing.exe, pick that cruise cast file, select 

directory of files, etc

Copy (manually copy and paste) the newly processed data in 3 Access 

tables into tables of the same name in a combined Access database ( 

mer2003.mdb)



•The following programs use a SQL database with station information and an Access 

database with surface extrapolated data –RrsTop.mdb



• Run GetMerMatchesConsole.exe for a new cruise: finds the station info from SIO 

SQL database, updates the StationEvent table in RrsTop.mdb

C:\Access>GetMerMatchesConsole

Usage: GetMerMatchesConsole cruise

Example: GetMerMatchesConsole CAL03

This means ALL matching to CAL03*, e.g. CAL0301, CAL0304, etc.

• Run Fill_Sun_Elevation.exe - fills Sun_Elevation field in table StationEvent of 

RrsTop.mdb with calculated sun elevation in degrees (using the date/time and 

latitude/longitude)

C:\Access>Fill_Sun_Elevation

Usage: Fill_Sun_Elevation cruise

NOTE! Expects C:\Access\RrsTop.mdb !!!

Example: Fill_Sun_Elevation CAL0304

Note that CAL03 will match CAL03*, e.g. CAL0301, CAL0304, etc



• Run GetRrsTop.exe: calculates various surface Rrs estimates (Rrs1, Rrs2, Rrs3), 

updates tables Rrs1, Rrs2, Rrs3 in MDB file (RrsTop.mdb).

Usage: GetRrsTop MerCastFile RrsFile

Example:

C:\Access>GetRrsTop Prr800Cast_CCE-P0704.mdb RrsTop_test.mdb

Opened OleDbConnection to Prr800Cast_CCE-P0704.mdb

Opened OleDbConnection to RrsTop_test.mdb

29 Merfiles read from table FilesLog

172 columns (bands) in table Processed

29 Lu bands found

=======================================

CCE-P0704, PRR800_0900111

=======================================

29, 29, 29 Rrs1, Rrs2, and Rrs3 records updated in file RrsTop_test.mdb



• Run GetSurfChl.exe: finds matching surface Chl-a (both fluorometric and HPLC) 

from SIO SQL database, updates the ChlSurfaceFluor and ChlSurfaceHPLC tables in 

RrsTop.mdb

C:\Access>GetSurfChl

Usage: GetSurfChl cruise

Example: GetSurfChl AMLR2001

Note: AMLR2 will match AMLR2000, AMLR2001, etc.

Don't use * to match multiple cruises!

Note: excluding all cruisenames with INC = incubation!

Cannot use cruises with names like INC* !



• Run MeanRrsTop.exe: calculates mean Rrs top values for all the best casts 

(including all down- and up-casts) for each station; run separately for Rrs1, Rrs2 and 

Rrs3

// Uses only casts with quality of 2 and 3 (>= QualityAcceptable)

/// Picks casts with MAX quality only, averages those and saves a composite or mean 

cast

//  For example, if 2 casts with quality 2 and 3 exist, will use only the quality=3 cast and 

copy that;

//  if 2 casts of quality 2 exist, will average those

Run 3 times, for each Rrs type:

MeanRrsTop RrsTop.mdb POGOTCV07 Rrs1 

MeanRrsTop RrsTop.mdb POGOTCV07 Rrs2

MeanRrsTop RrsTop.mdb POGOTCV07 Rrs3

!!! Needs a file Mer2003.mdb with all the individual casts 

AND filled StationEvent table in RrsTop.mdb



C:\Access>MeanRrsTop RrsTop.mdb POGOTCV07 Rrs1 

Calculating means for Rrs1

Opened OleDbConnection to RrsTop.mdb
48 records read for cruise POGOTCV07

48 casts read for cruise POGOTCV07

Deleted 8 Rrs1_Station rows for POGOTCV07

34 columns in table Rrs1

29 Rrs bands found
=======================================

POGOTCV07-1 Station 1, station# 1, event# 1:

2007_06_08_0930.d05: 3

2007_06_08_0930.u02: 3

POGOTCV07-1 Station 2, station# 2, event# 1:
……..

……..

================================

Created station means for Rrs1 and cruise(s) POGOTCV07



• Plot Rrs versus Chl-a (run query qRrs3_Cast_Chl) – for all casts and for stations 

(means per casts)

• Plot Rrs ratios versus Chl-a; fit a new nonlinear model or compare with old 

models



Bio-optical algorithms for GLI (OC4-GLI)



Southern Ocean bio-optical province


